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NEWSLICENSES

During August, the Energy Regulatory
Entity initiated the licensing procedures
for the entities as follows:

1.“SELCA ENERGJI” company for license
modification for the production of
electricity.

2.“Joint Venture 2B 1979 and 2T
company” for licensing the company in
electricity production activity from the
photovoltaic plant with installed
capacity 2 MW, procedure that is
finalized with ERE Board Decision no. 268
dated 11.09.2023.

3.“KESH” company for renewing the
license of the company, in electricity
supply activity.

4.     “AYEN ENERGY TRADING” company
for license renewal, in electricity supply
and trading activity 

The progress of Albania in the project of
National Energy and Climate Plans (NECP) of
Energy Community Secretariat shows its
commitment to sustainable energy. Albania
achieved significant milestones that illustrate
its engagement, prioritizing renewable
resources, reducing emissions and
encouraging regional commitment for a
greener future. National Energy and Climate
Plans (NECPs) serve as a roadmap to
achieve the reduction of greenhouse gas,
the increase of the investments in wind,
solar and hydro-energy projects, the
reduction of the costs and increase of
security and sustainability in the power
sector

Energy Community publishes
NECP status: Albania leads the
member states.

https://shorturl.at/imqA1
http://www.ere.gov.al/


During this month, ERE Board held five meetings, which resulted on 21
decisions, above which the licensing of four entities in electricity
production from the photovoltaic plants, one entity in electricity trading
and it is approved the electricity sale price supplied from the Supplier of
Last Resort for July 2023 of about 15.33 ALL/ /kWh for the customers
connected in 35 kV voltage level, but also decisions on internal issues for
the organization of the institution. Also, some other decisions are about
the license renewal of an entity in electricity trading; the partial
acceptance of the requirements of “Power Elektrik – Slabinjë” and
“Hidropower Elektrik” companies, on extending the term of ERE Board
Decisions respectively no. 166 and no. 167, dated 05.08.2021, extending the
term for the derogation defined on these decisions, for a period of 24
months until on 05.08.2025, for each of them; and taking into
consideration the requirement of the “Albanian Power Corporation
(KESH company.)” for the qualification of Drini River Cascade HPP-s (Vau i
Dejës, Koman and Fierzë HPP-s). To be updated in details about the
decisions taken from ERE, the register of the complaints, the register of
the licenses, transparency or other information, please follow our official
website www.ere.gov.al.
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